ABSTRACT Security analysis of a web system is complicated, and thus analysis using formal methods to describe system specification mathematically has attracted attention. Some previous studies have adopted formal methods, but their models cannot express parallel communication completely. This limitation gives rise to problems where web functions, such as a cache that stores contents, cannot be defined and attacks that forge contents cannot be analyzed. These problems are present in the Alloy-based implementations of current models that do not have the ability to express temporal logic. Therefore, we design implementation and evaluation of temporal logic in Alloy to express time series and parallel computation for web security analysis. In doing so, state transitions in the web can be expressed by fitting them in our proposed syntax. As concrete applications, we describe a web security model that includes caches and show that our proposed syntax can analyze state-of-the-art attacks, such as unauthorized access to users' account pages via caches. The source code of our proposed model in Alloy is publicly available.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND
The web is used for many modern services and systems, such as social network services (SNS) and content delivery. The web is a complicated system composed of various elements and protocols, and its wide use makes it prone to attacks. For example, given that current SNS contain cross-domain systems that provide services via multiple domains, malicious contents may be injected and sent within the cross-domain systems [1] , [2] . Moreover, an attack [3] wherein an account page of a client is maliciously generated on a server and accessed by an adversary was discovered recently. Therefore, the web requires strict security.
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Two methods are used in security analysis of a web system. The first method is the simulation of the behavior of a system. This security analysis method has relatively low costs and is therefore generally used in the industry. However, the structure of the web has become complicated and contains a variety of elements. Consequently, security analysis that simulates a complicated web structure generates a leakage and therefore cannot guarantee security rigorously. The second method is a formal method that describes a security model to express a system specification in proposition logic. In this method, the security of a system is analyzed mathematically without any leakage as long as the security model can express a system precisely. Ahkawe et al. [4] proposed a basic model that supports the security analysis of subsequent web research, and their work has been extended by De Ryck et al. [5] and other studies [6] - [11] . Although expressing a system exactly as a security model is significantly important in the formal method, their models express temporal logic insufficiently because they do not consider parallel communication; i.e., their models cannot analyze a situation where multiple sessions are executed in parallel. Temporal logic is a proposition logic that expresses a change in time and is important for a security model of the web to express state transitions within a system. Since handling multiple sessions in parallel is crucial in services where multiple users access the same service or a single user utilizes several services simultaneously, a model with insufficient temporal logic expressiveness cannot be used to analyze the web because it cannot rigorously express state transitions within a system. Meanwhile, the model by Ahkawe et al. [4] has been widely used and extended in many of the works described above as a formal method of a platform of the web. Therefore, extending these models further is important to achieve a more rigorous security analysis of current systems and to improve research in the area of web security.
The limitation in the temporal logic of current models is caused by the use of Alloy Analyzer as a software for formal method. Alloy Analyzer does not support temporal logic, and thus researchers need to consider a syntax for a model without depending on Alloy Analyzer's expressiveness. Meanwhile, Alloy Analyzer is suitable for web security analysis because its outputs can form visualized graphs that can represent the complicated structures of the web. Therefore, in this paper, we aim to propose a new syntax that can express temporal logic higher than Alloy Analyzer. Furthermore, we design and implement a security model with caches as an application of our proposed syntax. A cache is a kernel function that is widely used in the web for storing and reloading contents, but current models do not include caches. Several attacks [1] - [3] utilize caches, and thus a security model that considers the behaviors of caches is important.
B. CONTRIBUTION
In this paper, we propose a syntax in Alloy that can express temporal logic for web security analysis and describe a security model that includes caches as its application. We then show that the proposed model has stronger expressiveness than current models by verifying the basic behavior of a cache and related attacks, such as browser cache poisoning attack [2] and web cache deception attack [3] , as case studies. Our proposed syntax is a good fit for security analysis of models with caches, but is also useful wherever temporal logic is needed for web security analysis (See Sections III and IV for details).
The problem this paper solves is described below. The expression of current models is insufficient because Alloy does not have a syntax that expresses temporal logic. Expression of temporal logic in Alloy is not trivial. Some models [4] , [5] expressed temporal logic by proposing new syntaxes, but these syntaxes have strict expressiveness restrictions and are unsuitable for general analysis of the web (See Section II for details). Intuitively, this problem can be solved by improving the expressiveness of the temporal logic in Alloy. We published our source codes in Alloy on GitHub (https://github.com/sho-rong/webmodel).
C. RELATED WORKS 1) FORMAL METHODS FOR THE WEB
Many studies investigated formal methods for web security, as summarized in [12] , but only the work of Ahkawe et al. [4] performs verification of the web as a platform. Based on the model of Ahkawe et al. [4] , De Ryck et al. [5] showed verification of a cross-site request forgery attack while Chen et al. [13] verified app isolation using multiple browsers. However, they did not mention the problem described in this paper. Our previous work [10] utilizes a web security model with a cache mechanism, but it still does not address the problem described above. Our previous model [10] only considered potential threats with a web security model and is therefore incomplete and different in comparison with this paper.
Bansal et al. [14] , [15] modeled a basic element of the web, such as a browser or a server, in ProVerif. Fett et al. [16] - [19] proved the security for a single signon (SSO) system. Lee et al. [20] proposed middlebox-aware TLS, which allows middleboxes to participate in TLS in a visible and accountable fashion. These works are similar to our work in the sense that the web is modeled and verified in platform levels, but they do not consider a cache mechanism and they use different utilization tools and approaches.
Peroli et al. [21] proposed MobSTer, which is a combination of a formal method and a penetration testing for web security. Although their motivation is different from ours, their model is implemented using Alloy and can potentially be utilized as an application in our work.
We now describe several case studies that verified technologies used in the web. Chaitanya et al. [6] verified the validity of CORP, which is one of the security requirements in the web. Chen et al. [8] proposed ASPIRE, a framework of web applications, and verified its security when its behavior is incorporated in the web. Somorovsky et al. [11] performed security analysis of cloud computing in the web and discussed countermeasures for a discovered vulnerability. Our work is different in the sense of handling fundamental functions of the web.
2) FORMAL METHODS IN ALLOY
The following works used Alloy. Klein et al. [22] analyzed an unexpected behavior of micro-kernel of an OS called seL4 and proved that such behavior was impossible. Shin et al. [23] verified the security of the Android OS. Lie et al. [24] inspected the presence of a state where a processor loses its tamper resistance and discovered the condition falling into the state. Near and Jackson [25] discovered access patterns that satisfy the security in the web application including some specific elements. These works are different from our work because we abstract specifications of the web as a platform and not individual techniques. The current specification of HTTP has various vulnerabilities. Jia et al. [2] used a browser cache to discover browser cache poisoning attack, which allows the target browser to behave arbitrarily by storing forged contents. De Ryck et al. [5] used cookies in a browser as a countermeasure for an attack called cross-site request forgery. Ogawa et al. [3] used a cache of an intermediary, such as a proxy, to discover web cache deception attack, which allows an attacker to extract a file it has no permission to access. We will discuss these attacks in Section VI to show the advantages of our proposed model.
Several state-of-the-art research on web security have focused on browser-side security [26] - [28] . Among these, Sjösten et al. [28] pointed out revelation attacks that enable an adversary to insert contents into browser extensions. We consider that our proposed system can perform analysis against revelation attacks, although we have not verified this and will be considered as future work.
Several vulnerabilities of HTTPS, an extension of HTTP, have been discovered [29] . Consequently, HTTP strict transport security (HSTS) [30] and public key pinning extension for HTTP (HPKP) [31] , which are extensions that improve the security of HTTPS, have been developed. Most current implementations cannot preserve the security of these protocols because their server setup is insufficient [32] . We consider that these protocols should be analyzed to establish a standard setting that can guarantee sufficient security in the future. We consider that our proposed model can be used in the analyses of HSTS and HPKP, and we leave these analyses as an open problem.
4) STATE-OF-THE-ART FORMAL METHODS
In recent years, Z3 [33] has been commonly used in analysis using formal methods [34] - [36] . Bocić and Bultan [37] used Z3 in web-related analysis and showed the model extraction for the Rails. However, Z3 is based on command lines and its outputs are in text format, and thus analysis of results obtained from complicated models, such as the web, needs significant effort. On the other hand, Alloy Analyzer is suitable for analysis of the web because its output is in the form of a graph chart, which is identical to actual communication.
D. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we provide a background required for understanding this paper in Section II. Then, we describe current models and their temporal logic problems in Section III and then show our syntax that solves these problems in Section IV. Then, we propose the model including a cache in Section V and describe case studies in Section VI. Finally, we present the conclusion and future direction in Section VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present backgrounds of formal methods, the web platform, and the hypertext transfer protocol that are necessary to understand this paper.
A. FORMAL METHODS

1) OVERVIEW
Formal methods using mathematical verifications have been used in security analysis of systems in general. In a formal method, a user makes a security model for a target system and checks this model to confirm the security of the system. Whereas a formal method called theorem prover performs mathematical proofs through interactions with a user, we discuss model checking as a main approach in this paper. We describe the model checking below.
A user performs the following procedure when utilizing a formal method for system development. First, the user prepares a security model for the target system. Then, the user carries out model checking for the security model. If the user discovers insufficiencies in specifications and weaknesses in the system based on the output, then the user devises corresponding countermeasures. Finally, the user revises the security model according to the countermeasures and performs the procedure again. The procedure is repeated until no weaknesses are found.
2) SECURITY MODEL
A security model expresses a target system as the use of a proposition logic [38] . A security model describes the structures and behaviors of the target system, the threat model of the system (e.g., ability of attackers), and the security requirements of the system.
3) ALLOY ANALYZER
Alloy Analyzer is a model-checking tool that uses a formal method. In this analyzer, a user describes the security model of a target system with a language called Alloy. A model in Alloy can have a syntax of unbounded size, and the syntax is instantiated by specifying a size bound when the model is executed. In an actual analysis, an Alloy code as abstraction of a system specification is converted into a satisfiability (SAT) problem, which is then solved by a SAT solver within the Alloy Analyzer. The output can be either of two states of the model, i.e., one that satisfies the conditions and one that does not. The former output is used in a case study to confirm that the security model is implemented properly. The latter output is used for security analysis of the system, where the behavior of the system that does not satisfy security requirements is output by describing the security that the system should satisfy. This behavior includes a vulnerability that violates security requirements, and thus a user can discover the vulnerability by analyzing the output. The Alloy Analyzer is intuitive to use because the outputs are in the form of a graph, which is not supported in other tools that use formal methods.
We briefly explain the Alloy language used in the Alloy Analyzer. In Alloy, all data types are represented as relations and are defined by their type signatures. A type signature declaration consists of the type name, the declaration of fields, and an optional signature fact constraining elements of VOLUME 7, 2019 the signature. A subsignature is a type signature that extends another as a subset of the base signature, and an abstract signature represents a classification of elements that is aimed to be refined by a more concrete subsignature.
B. WEB PLATFORM
The web is a system that provides documents on the Internet with HyperText described in HTML. The HyperText can express relationships between documents by including their links. The links in the web create a connection of various documents on the Internet and facilitate the downloading of these documents. This convenient feature has made the web indispensable in the current society.
C. HYPERTEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL (HTTP)
Hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) is a protocol that realizes general communication for various types of data. While there are various versions of HTTP, we refer to HTTP/1.1 [39] - [44] , which is commonly used and has HTTP/1.0 [45] backward compatibility.
HTTP programs include various roles that are classified into three entities, namely, client, server, and intermediary. These programs may play multiple roles simultaneously, i.e., a program may be a client for a connection as well as a server for another connection. A client in the HTTP establishes a connection to a server to send a request, and this role is generally performed by a web browser. A server in the HTTP sends a result to the client as a response to the received request. Several servers and clients communicate through multiple programs, which are called intermediaries. HTTP/1.1 has three kinds of intermediaries, namely, proxy, gateway, and tunnel. In this paper, we only target proxy and gateway as programs that include a cache. A proxy can edit a request and a response, convert communication contents into some specified format, and delete the contents. A gateway connects a local network and a global network, where it receives a request from the global network side as a server. The gateway also sends a request to the most suitable server among multiple servers in a local network as a client. The gateway generates a response based on the results obtained from the server in the local network and responds to the origin of the original request in the global network.
A basic communication in HTTP consists of two phases, a request from a client to a server and a response from a server to a client. At the beginning of the phases, a client sends a request that points to a target resource that a server owns. The server then transmits a response that includes the target resource to the client after receiving the request.
Using the procedure above, a client can acquire a resource. The underlying purpose of HTTP is a protocol for general usage, and thus contents defined on a protocol include semantic structures of communication contents, usage purpose of communication contents, and behavior of a communication partner. A sender generates and sends a packet along with the defined semantics, and the receiver behaves along with the packet. Using this simple design, the usage to relay the communication between protocols different from HTTP is enabled.
III. CURRENT WEB SECURITY MODELS AND THEIR TEMPORAL LOGICS
In this section, we describe two web security models, including their expressiveness and problems in their temporal logic. Temporal logic pertains to an expansion of a proposition logic such that the logic can express state transitions along with time series. We first recall three types of a threat model shown in the previous work [4] . Then, we show the models of Ahkawe et al. [4] and De Ryck et al. [5] and their temporal logics. Finally, we describe the problems with these models regarding temporal logic.
A. THREAT MODEL
In this paper, an attacker is classified into three types: web attacker, network attacker, and gadget attacker. The web attacker, who is the most basic attacker among the three types, has root authority in at least one web server and can generate a response to any content of the request to the server. The web attacker possesses multiple domain name system (DNS) servers and obtains a server certificate for a domain it owns from an authorized certificate authority. The web attacker can respond to a request to the server it manages and send a request to a server that is managed by a legitimate user via a terminal it owns. We note that requests from the web attacker do not need to follow the specification of HTTP. Moreover, the web attacker can use API of a browser arbitrarily when a browser accesses the website owned by the web attacker even once. However, API used by the attacker cannot behave beyond the security policy set by the browser.
The network attacker can eavesdrop and falsify contents of unencrypted communication (e.g., HTTP communication) and interrupt communications, but it cannot intervene in HTTPS. However, the network attacker can issue a self-signed certificate when it has obtained a server certificate for a malicious DNS it owns from a legitimate certificate authority. Then, the network attacker can use this self-signed certificate to intercept and intervene in HTTPS communication.
The gadget attacker has the abilities of both the web and network attackers and it can insert contents of several specified formats in legitimate websites. The formats of these contents depend on web applications, and hyperlinks can be injected in many situations.
Similarly, behavior of legitimate users has restrictions. A legitimate user refers to a general user who is different from the three types of attackers described above. When the behavior of legitimate users is unrestricted, a very simple behavior that violates the security, e.g., a legitimate user may send a password to the attacker, will be detected, and the number of output results becomes enormous. The restrictions for legitimate users then reduce the number of the output results, and push forward verification smoothly. An appropriate restrictions adjustment is important because typical In the basic model by Ahkawe et al., the following restrictions are followed by legitimate users. First, a user may be connected to multiple websites, including that owned by an attacker. Intentional connection by the user to the malicious site is not included. Next, a user never confuses malicious websites from legitimate websites even if the user connects to a malicious website. This premises that a user understands security alerts of browsers. Under these assumptions, the following two conditions are defined as security requirements of the web. The first condition is security invariantsspecifications of web components are not modified, i.e., the condition requires that the elements follow specifications. The second condition is session integrity-the server managed by a legitimate user replies only to an HTTP request generated by a legitimate user.
B. BASIC MODEL
The web security model proposed by Akhawe et al. [4] is a fundamental model that aims to have extensibility. This model selects and contains components that are used frequently in the web. This model implements a temporal logic expressing the temporal axis to express the order of events, such as a request and a response. We describe the Time class as the temporal axis, as shown in Code 1.
Ordering of instances of the Time class is enabled by an ordering option, and operators, such as next expressing the next instance, first expressing the first instance, and last expressing the last instance, are available. We can express the order of events via the temporal axis of the Time class by associating the Event class expressing a request and a response with the Time class. We define the CSState class to express a state of a cookie at each time. We can express a state of a cookie in a browser at the time of a request and a response by associating the CSState class with the HTTPTransaction class expressing a request and a response. Moreover, the CSState class represents how a set of cookies changes between states of a request and a response. Therefore, state transition of cookies between a request and a response can be expressed using Code 2. 
C. COOKIE MODEL
De Ryck et al. [5] proposed a web security model that pointed out the lack of inclusion contents of the basic model (similar to our work), and they created an extension that includes cookies. We call their model as the Cookie model hereinafter. The Cookie model applies the temporal axis of the event introduced in the basic model and extends the temporal logic to express state transitions of cookies at the time of event occurrence. The code for the temporal logic of the Cookie model is shown in Code 2.
D. PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT MODELS
The temporal logics of the models described in Sections III-B and III-C have problems with their expressiveness. In particular, given the ability of these temporal logics, state transitions can be expressed only between a single request and a single response. In other words, state transitions with more than two states cannot be expressed. For example, consider the situation where two requests are sent in succession by the same browser, and responses are sent in turn, as shown in Fig. 1 . The expressiveness in the Cookie model can express changes in the set of cookies, such as CSState1 to CSState3 and CSState2 to CSState4. However, the expressiveness in this model cannot store Cookie1 stored in CSState3 into CSState4 because CSState4 cannot catch state transitions that occurred in CSState3, as shown in Fig. 1 . However, a state shown in Fig. 2 should be expressed when a user considers the behavior of cookies. In this paper, we propose a syntax in Alloy that realizes state transitions along the temporal axis towards a situation shown in Fig. 2 .
IV. PROPOSED SYNTAX OF TEMPORAL LOGIC IN ALLOY
In this section, we propose a new syntax of temporal logic in Alloy that can express state transitions of various elements in the web at each event occurrence. First, we explain our main idea that aims to solve the problems described in the previous VOLUME 7, 2019 section. Then, we describe the expression of the temporal axis defined in Section III-B and our general state class. Our general idea is to consider two predicates, one that decides the last state and another one that decides the initial state.
A. MAIN IDEA
The main problem of the expressiveness of temporal logics in current models is that state transtitions with more than two states cannot be expressed. This problem is caused by the relationship between state classes, i.e., the CSState class in the Cookie model is expressed using only the HTTPTransaction class. Such method can only express state transitions in the same HTTPTransaction. Therefore, a method that can express the relationship between state classes without depending on the HTTPTransaction class is necessary. In addition, the CSState class in the Cookie model that expresses the state of a cookie lacks extensibility to express other elements in the web. Therefore, we aim to express the relationship between state classes to strengthen extensibility and define a general state class that can express states of various elements in the web.
In this paper, we consider temporal logic, which is necessary for expressing state transitions between state classes. We consider the kind of predicate that is necessary to express transitions through the whole temporal axis. If we can determine whether two states are successive on the temporal axis, then we will be able to express the anteroposterior change that is possible in two states. In addition, we will be able to express a condition on an initial state, i.e., an initial condition, if we can decide the initial state of state transitions. By combining these two expressiveness, we can then express possible state transitions in the whole temporal axis inductively. Based on the idea described above, we construct predicates that decide the initial state and last state in transitions to express state transitions in the whole temporal axis.
B. EXPRESSION OF TEMPORAL AXIS
In the basic model [4] , the Event class expressing a response and a request on a network is associated with the Time class expressing the temporal axis. The relationship between these classes can represent contents, e.g., Event0 is produced between Time0 and Time1 in Fig. 3 , and can also express the time of an event through an instance of two Time classes. Such relationship is available because only the Event class is associated with the temporal axis.
In the proposed syntax, not only the Event class but also the State class expressing states of elements on the web at a certain point in time are related to the temporal axis. We emphasize that the current model expresses the time of one event by instances of two Time classes, and thus the logical expression of the predicate and its implementation become complicated. Therefore, we construct a syntax such that the time of events can be expressed in a single instance of a Time class, as shown in Fig. 3 .
The basic model includes the restriction such that a request and a response are not created at the same time, and our proposed syntax removes this restriction. We note that our proposed syntax does not affect the extensibility of current models, i.e., the expressiveness of their temporal logics remains unchanged.
C. GENERAL STATE CLASS
We define a new State class as shown in Code 3. The flow of the State class in line 2 connects State classes and represents state transitions, and current represents the time when the states can be obtained. Moreover, we also define the EqItem class in line 7 and DifItem class in line 8 as variables of the State class.
The EqItem class expresses an element in the web that remains the same even after state transition, i.e., invariants.
CODE 4. Application to cookies.
We use these invariants in the presence of multiple states to determine which states are on the same transition. The web contains various elements and state transitions occur in parallel, and thus deciding which instances belong to the same transition is necessary. Such decision is enabled by invariants. The DifItem class expresses an element in the web that may change during state transitions, i.e., variants. The beforeState and afterState are defined to express the time of a request and a response, respectively, by relating the states with HTTPTransaction similar to the Cookie model. We define the dedicated class for elements extended from State, EqItem, and DifItem classes, which are used to consider state transitions of elements in the web. We also clarify invariants and variants of the elements and describe them in the extended class.
Code 4 refers to our application to cookies based on the Cookie model, where CookieEqItem and CookieDifItem have the same functionality as EqItem and DifItem in Code 3, respectively. In the Cookie model, a client is an unchangeable item, i.e., an invariant, and the set of cookies is a changeable item, i.e., a variant. Each client saves cookies that can change during state transition and the client is not changed during state transition. 
D. PREDICATE THAT DECIDES THE LAST STATE
For the State class described in IV-C, we define a predicate named LastState that decides whether a state is on the same state transitions. LastState takes three parameters, two of which are states. We call the two states as pre and post and are defined in the first line of Code 5. We define the predicate LastState as follows: a pre state is the previous state of a given post state only if the LastState is true. However, when only these states are utilized as input, a single post state may have multiple pre states. To avoid this, we further introduce StateTransaction to specify the time for each post. We define such a parameter (StateTransaction) as str in the first line of Code 5. With str, we can decide which pre is the previous state for the post based on the time included in the given StateTransaction. That is, we can uniquely decide a pair of a pre and a post whose predicate becomes true. We then define a condition where a predicate LastState is true as follows: • there are no other states whose invariants are identical to the given pre and post states;
• and the time of str is between the time of the pre and time of the post. 
E. PREDICATE THAT DECIDES THE INITIAL STATE
V. PROPOSED MODEL
In this section, we propose a web security model that includes caches as an application of the proposed syntax described in Section IV. The cache is an important element of the web and has therefore been utilized in many attacks as described in Section I. Vulnerability utilizing a cache has significant influence to web users, and therefore analyzing the security of both the web and caches is crucial.
A. FEATURES OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
We construct the proposed model.
1) CACHE
A cache belongs to a client, a server, and an intermediary, and its basic behaviors include storage, deletion, reuse, and verification of contents. These behaviors are controlled by headers. 
2) INTERMEDIARY
An intermediary is an entity on a communication path between a server and a client as described in Section II-C. Programs corresponding to the intermediary with a cache are a proxy and a gateway for HTTP/1.1. The proposed model includes both a proxy and a gateway. An intermediary does not generate a request or response by itself and just forwards the received requests and responses. Therefore, only when an intermediary utilizes a cache, the intermediary can reply to a request via the reusability of the cache without forwarding the request and receiving the response. Meanwhile, a proxy and a gateway can edit contents in their communications.
3) HTTP HEADER
Headers included in the basic model are insufficient for expressing the behavior of a cache, and thus we introduce additional headers shown in Table 1 . The cache-control headers in Table 1 specify the behavior of a cache, and thus our model also enables the use of their options. We show the options available in the proposed model in Table 2 . The behaviors of each term in Table 1 and Table 2 conform to the specification of HTTP/1.1.
4) BROWSER
The basic model contains the restriction that only a write is available in memory regions of a browser to simplify the expression. However, under this restriction, behaviors such as the deletion and the verification of responses stored in a cache cannot be executed. Consequently, the basic model cannot express the behavior of a cache fully. The proposed model overcomes the restriction described above by using the proposed syntax of temporal logic. 
5) THREAT MODEL
Our threat model is based on that of the basic model. Consider the three attackers described in Section III and the behavior of users as bases, and introduce the attack capability about a cache mechanism and an intermediary in an attacker. We describe the attackers as follows:
• A web attacker can own multiple intermediaries, can only forward contents, and cannot edit contents or interrupt the communication. However, it can eavesdrop on contents during unencrypted communication. Moreover, it can introduce caches into owned clients, servers, and intermediaries, and it operates according to specifications.
• A network attacker has all of the abilities of a web attacker. In addition, it can falsify contents of unencrypted communication and interrupt the communication via an intermediary.
• A gadget attacker has all of the abilities of a network attacker. In addition, it can falsify contents and interrupt communication for an intermediary.
6) SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
The proposed model has two security requirements that are identical to those of the basic model. In addition, our security invariants contain a specification of a cache and that of an intermediary.
B. CLASS OF CACHE
We show a class that expresses a cache in Code 7. We define the Cache class as an abstract class, the PrivateCache class to express a cache for each user, and the PublicCache class to express a shared cache, such as a proxy. Furthermore, we introduce restrictions into the Cache class described in Code 8 as follows:
• Each cache belongs to a terminal in a network.
• A personal cache belongs to a client.
• A shared cache belongs to a server or an intermediary. We also construct the class of components in the web, as shown in Code 9, to introduce a cache mechanism. We added the Cache class to the HTTPConfirmist class in the basic model, containing a client, a server, and an intermediary in the HTTP. Each device can then own at most one cache.
C. CLASS FOR EXPRESSING STATES OF CACHE
We define the CacheState class that expresses states of a cache at each point in the temporal axis, as shown in Code 10. This CacheState class is extended from the State class and can use a predicate about the proposed temporal logic. The invariants defined in the State class are a finite set of the Cache class defined in Code 7, and the variants are that of responses to express stored responses. We then define CacheEqItem to express invariants and CacheDifItem to express variants in Code 10.
Moreover, we give the following restrictions to CacheState although we omit them in Code 10. This is a condition that must be held when a response is stored in a cache and follows the specification of HTTP/1.1.
• When a response is stored in a personal cache, either one of a max-age option of a cache-control header or a pair of a date header and an expire header is included.
• When a response is stored in a shared cache, either one of a max-age option of a cache-control header, an s-maxage option, or a pair of a date header and an expire header is included.
• When a response is stored in a cache, one age header is included.
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Next, we introduce the following restrictions that do not affect analysis results directly but can possibly reduce the number of instances to make the analysis easy.
• There are no multiple instances of a State class whose contents are identical to each other. When multiple instances have the same states at different times, the states are unified in the same State class.
• When a device with a cache communicates, a state of the cache is always expressed as an instance.
• When a response is stored in a cache, one age header is always included.
D. BEHAVIORS OF A CACHE
Using the CacheState class defined in Section V-B, we express three basic behaviors of a cache described in Section V-A in Alloy.
1) STORAGE AND DELETION OF RESPONSES
In the proposed model, storage and deletion of responses in a cache are executed as follows:
Definition 3 (Storage of Responses): A cache can store responses that its device sends and receives. The time to store in the cache is the same as that to send and receive the responses. Furthermore, let the stored responses meet all the conditions to be stored. Definition 4 (Deletion of Responses): A cache can delete stored responses from the cache at any time.
We express the storage and deletion of responses as state transitions between two states, as shown in Fig. 5 . The storage of responses for any state of each cache can be represented by adding the responses to the stored responsesso-far. This process corresponds to state transitions from CacheState0 to CacheState1 in Fig. 5 . In this figure, CacheState0 has CacheDifItem0 and CacheState1 has CacheDifItem1 as variants, respectively. A set of the stored responses for CacheDifItem0 is an empty set while that for CacheDifItem1 includes Response0, indicating that a response for StateTransaction0 is Response0 and the response is stored in Cache0. Similarly, the deletion of responses can be expressed by not succeeding the responses from the previous state to the next state. This process corresponds to state transitions from CacheState1 to CacheState2 in Fig. 5 . In this figure, CacheState2 includes CacheDifItem0 as a variant, and hence is identical to a reverse process of the storage of responses, indicating that Response0 stored in Cache0 at CacheState1 is deleted at CacheState2.
The storage and deletion in a cache implemented in the proposed model are shown in Code 11. For any post of all CacheState classes, the previous state pre is obtained using a predicate LastState. When post is a state for a request, a set of the stored responses at the post is identical to a complement set for the set of the stored responses at the pre. Moreover, we represent the deletion of the stored responses where a part of the responses in the previous state is removed, i.e., its complement set. If post is a set at the response, a set of the stored responses at the post becomes a complement set where the response at the post is added to a set of the stored responses at the pre. Namely, adding a response at the pre to a set means storing of the response in a cache. However, we note that the states of a cache at each time depend on their previous states and hence the initial states always become unconditional. In this case, when the initial states are identical to states such that any communication has never been executed, there is no response in a cache at the initial states. Therefore, we express a restriction to assume a set of the stored responses at the initial state as an empty set by using InitialState.
2) REUSE OF RESPONSES
We describe the behavior of the reuse of responses by a cache in the proposed model as follows:
Definition 
responses within its own cache, and the request is not sent to the network.
To do this, we define CacheReuse class in the proposed model similarly to the HTTPResponse class that represents responses in the basic model. The CacheReuse class is shown in the fourth line of Code 12. The HTTPResponse class is extended from the HTTPEvent class which expresses events in the HTTP protocol, and the CacheReuse class is extended from the HTTPEvent class. In addition, the CacheReuse class represents which response is reused by associating the class with a single response in the HTTPResponse class. Devices related to an event are defined in the HTTPEvent class, and thus a sender and a receiver of the reused responses can be expressed via the HTTPEvent class. We note that the HTTPEvent class includes a header and a body in addition to a sender and a receiver. For an actual reuse of responses, where a header and a body of the responses to be reused are sent, these two terms are typically unnecessary because they are expressed by associating them with the reuse of the responses described above. In other words, the relationship between a header and a body in the CacheReuse class can be ignored. Headers and bodies have many instances, and hence the computation in the proposed model spends a significant amount of time in proportion to the number of elements. To decrease computation time, we assume that both a header and a body in the CacheReuse class are empty sets, as shown in the seventh and eighth lines of Code 12, respectively.
To express a reuse via the CacheReuse class described above, we construct the condition for the CacheReuse event along with an actual behavior of a cache as follows. First, a receiver of a reused response is the sender of the request that causes the reuse. A sender of a reused response is either the sender of the request that causes the reuse or a receiver of the request. Next, any previous state of the reuse of a cache includes a response to be reused in the stored responses. Finally, a URI for any request that causes the reuse is identical to that for any response to be reused.
We allow a sender of a reused response to be a sender of the request on the conditions described above because the sender may reuse responses in its own cache for any request. The behavior described above can be implemented by the following information:
3) VERIFICATION OF STORED RESPONSES
• A predicate that decides whether a reused response has been verified.
• Behavior of a server for conditional requests. The predicate checkVerification, which decides whether a response has been verified, is shown in Code 13. An input of the predicate is StateTransaction, which we refer to as str. The predicate is defined as follows: it is true if str is a transaction replied by the reuse, and if the transaction including a conditional request exists between the reuse and the request for str. This can be expressed as follows:
Definition 7 (Predicate of checkVerification): The predicate is true if an instance str in a StateTransaction class is reused and if there is an instance str' in a StateTransaction class that satisfies the following conditions:
• str and str' are different transactions;
• a response of str' exists, that is, the communication finished successfully;
• the request of str' occurs after str, and the response of str' occurs before the reuse of str;
• the request of str' is sent to the original sender for the reused response from a device whose cache stores the reuse of str;
• the requested URI for str' is identical to that for str;
• either an etag header or a last-modified header is included in the stored response to be verified;
• if an etag header is included in the stored response to be verified, an if-none-match header is included in a request for str'; and
• if a last-modified header is included in the stored response to be verified, and an if-modified-since header is included in a request for str'. Next, we express behavior of a server for any conditional request in Alloy. When an instance tr of the HTTPTransaction class is a communication that includes a conditional request, the server receiving the request adds the following conditions:
• after verification, there is exactly a single stored response that has a URI of the response to be verified;
• a status code of a response for tr is 200 or 304;
• if the status code is 200, the response for tr is stored in a cache; and
• if the status code is 304, the response for tr is not stored in a cache.
E. IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERMEDIARY
In the proposed model, an intermediary works in both HTTP and HTTPS and includes a proxy and a gateway. We define a class of the intermediary HTTPIntermediary that extends HTTPConfirmist, whose device is according to HTTP. Likewise, we define a class of a proxy and a gateway that extends HTTPIntermediary. These classes are implemented as shown in Code 14. Next, we express behavior of an intermediary in Alloy as follows: a receiver of a request is HTTPIntermediary, and the intermediary has HTTPTransaction whose response exists. For any instance tr of such HTTPTransaction, there is at least one instance tr' of HTTPTransaction that satisfies the following conditions:
• tr and tr' are different transactions;
• the request for tr' occurs after the request for tr, and a response for tr' occurs before a response for tr;
• a sender of the request for tr' is an intermediary that is the sender of the request for tr;
• a URI of the request for tr' is identical to that for tr; and
• a status code of a body of a response for tr' is identical to that for tr. The behavior described above is that of an intermediary managed by a legitimate user, and the behavior of an intermediary managed by an attacker may be different.
VI. CASE STUDIES
In this section, we show several case studies related to analysis of web security. We discuss two basic behaviors of a cache mechanism and four attacks. The two behaviors will be used to confirm the capabilities of the proposed model. The four attacks, namely, verifications of a same-origin browser cache poisoning (BCP) attack [2] , a cross-site request forgery (CSRF) attack [1] , a cross-origin BCP attack [2] , and a web cache deception attack [3] , will be discussed to show improvements in the expressiveness of the proposed model. Hereinafter, for output of each case study, we summarize the original output of the Alloy Analyzer to help readers understand easily given that reading the original output of the Alloy Analyzer can be difficult due to a complicated state transition diagram. The complete original output can be obtained by executing our published codes (https:// github.com/sho-rong/webmodel).
A. BASIC BEHAVIORS OF A CACHE
In this section, we confirm the feasibility for behaviors of a cache in the proposed model. A cache executes three behaviors, i.e., storage, reuse, and verification, and we check each result using the Alloy Analyzer. 
1) STORAGE OF RESPONSES
To check the behavior of storage of responses, we extract a result of storing of responses from an execution result using the Alloy Analyzer. For convenience, we obtained the result using Code 15 by targeting the storage of responses in the simplest communication, i.e., communication between two nodes. The results show that, for any communication with a pair of a request and a response between a client and a server, there is a state of a cache whose element is in a set of the stored responses. Fig. 6 shows a simplified figure of the obtained results. This figure represents a state transition of a cache via a transaction between Request0 and Response0 for Browser0 with PrivateCache0 and Server0. Request0 is a transaction from Browser0 to Server0 while Response0 is the opposite. A state of a cache at Request0 is shown as CacheState0. Then, the state is changed to CacheState1 at Response0, and the corresponding CacheDifItem1 shows the store action for Response0. Fig. 6 represents a state where a response is stored in a browser cache for any transaction, and hence we can confirm that the storage of responses is expressible in the proposed model.
2) REUSE OF STORED RESPONSES
To check the behavior of the reuse of responses, we extract a result of storing of responses from an execution result using the Alloy Analyzer. For convenience, we obtained the result using Code 16 by targeting the reuse of responses in the simplest communication, i.e., communication between two nodes. The results show that, for any communication with a pair of a request and a response between a client and a server, one reuse of a single response occurs. Fig. 7 shows a simplified figure of the original output. Fig. 7 represents a situation where two requests, Request0 and Request1, are sent to the same URI between a browser with a cache and a server. In addition, StateTransaction0 is storing Response0 in a browser cache in a similar manner as in Fig. 6 . Then, for StateTransaction1, CacheReuse0 which is an event for the reuse of the stored response calls Response0 with the target. These results confirm that the behavior of the reuse is expressible in the proposed model.
3) VERIFICATION OF STORED RESPONSES
To check verification of responses, we extract the results from an execution result using the Alloy Analyzer. For convenience, we obtained the results using Code 17 by targeting the verification of responses in the simplest communication, i.e., communication between two nodes. The results show communication with verification for any communication with a pair of a request and a response between a client and a server. We also decide whether verification is performed or not via the predicate described in Section V-D.3, i.e., Code 13. Fig. 8 shows a simplified figure of the original output. Fig. 8 represents a situation where three communications, i.e., StateTransaction0, StateTransaction1, and StateTransaction2, occur between a browser with a cache and a server, and only StateTransaction2 is the communication with verification. First, the browser stores Response0 in its cache by StateTransaction0 similarly to Fig. 6 . Next, the browser verifies in StateTransaction2 to reuse Response0 stored in the cache for Request2. Request1, which is a conditional request for the verification, includes an IfNoneMatchHeader because the stored response, i.e., Response0, includes an EtagHeader. Then, the verification result for Request1, i.e., Response1, contains a 304 status code, which means the reuse is available, and hence Response0 is reused. The process described above therefore shows that Response0 was reused in StateTransaction1 and the verification finished successfully. These results confirm that behavior of the verification is expressible in the proposed model.
B. BASIC BEHAVIORS OF AN INTERMEDIARY
To check behavior of intermediaries, we extract a result for verification of responses from an execution result using the Alloy Analyzer. For convenience, we obtained the result using Code 18 by targeting communication transited via an intermediary in the simplest case with a single client, a single proxy, and a single server. Fig. 9 shows a simplified figure of the original output. Fig. 9 represents a communication between a browser of the client and the proxy as StateTransaction0 and that between the proxy and the server as StateTransaction1. The intermediary, i.e., the proxy, forwards received requests and responses to these destinations and, in particular, StateTransaction1 is the forwarding information for StateTransaction0. These results confirm that the behavior of an intermediary is expressible in the proposed model.
C. SAME-ORIGIN BROWSER CACHE POISONING ATTACK
In this section, we show that our proposed model can express a same-origin browser cache poisoning (BCP) attack. Sameorigin BCP attack is a man-in-the-middle attack where an attacker interposes an intermediary between a target browser and a server. The main purpose of this attack is to store information generated by the attacker in the browser as a response from the server and to execute arbitrary behavior designated by the attacker against the browser. The main advantage of this attack is continuousness, i.e., even by a single interruption to communication, the target browser is affected whenever the response is reused.
The flow of same-origin BCP attack is shown in Fig. 10 . In this attack, the attacker manipulates a response generated for a browser and then stores the manipulated response in a target browser. The attacker manipulates two data, i.e., a header and a body. For a header of a response, the attacker manipulates in a way that the response is stored and reused by a browser cache. For instance, an attacker may extend an expiry date or reuse a response without verification. For a body of a response, the attacker describes arbitrary behavior to be executed for a victim.
In Fig. 10 , the browser is affected when a manipulated response is stored in a cache and when the manipulated responses is reused to access the same file, i.e., the fifth and sixth phases. The sixth phase may be iterated as long as the manipulated response is stored in the cache. The same-origin BCP attack is expressed in Code 19 shown in Appendix. Fig. 11 shows a simplified figure of the original output. Fig. 11 represents a communication between a browser of a client and a proxy as StateTransaction0 and that between the proxy and a server as StateTransaction1. An intermediary, i.e., the proxy, forwards received requests and responses to these destinations, and StateTransaction0 is the forwarding communication for StateTransaction0. However, the proxy is a device owned by the attacker, and the response forwarded via the proxy manipulates the original response generated from the server. In particular, the browser stores the manipulated response stored in CacheState0 and then reuses the response in StateTransaction2. We can thus confirm that a same-origin BCP attack is expressible in the proposed model.
D. CROSS-SITE REQUEST FORGERY ATTACK
In this section, we show that our proposed model can express a cross-site request forgery (CSRF) attack [5] . The CSRF attack is executed among three parties, i.e., a target server, a server managed by an attacker, and a browser of a client. The main purpose of this attack is to execute arbitrary behavior for the target server. The flow of the CSRF attack is shown in Fig. 12 . Server1 is a server managed by an attacker and Server2 is a target server, i.e., a victim. The attacker behaves as follows: when Server1 receives a request from a browser, the server returns a response such that the browser is forced to send another request, i.e., the request on the third phase in Fig. 12 . Furthermore, the request sent from the browser is also operated along with the response returned from Server1.
The CSRF attack is expressed in the code shown in Code 20 in Appendix. Fig. 13 shows a simplified figure of the original output. Server0 is a server managed by an attacker and Server1 is a target server, i.e., a victim. StateTransaction0 is a communication between a browser and Server0, while StateTransaction1 is a communication between the browser and Server1. The figure shows that StateTransaction1 is a relation with the cause for StateTransaction0, i.e., StateTransaction1 is caused by StateTransaction0. These results confirm that a CSRF attack is expressible in the proposed model. 
E. CROSS-ORIGIN BROWSER CACHE POISONING ATTACK
In this section, we show that our proposed model can express a cross-origin browser cache poisoning (BCP) attack. In this kind of BCP attack, an attacker manipulates a response communicated between multiple servers, e.g., redirection between different servers. In other words, the attacker can also focus on files which are utilized in multiple sites, e.g., a css file or a js file.
The flow of the cross-origin BSP attack is shown in Fig. 14. Server1 and Server2 are honest servers, while Intermediary is a device managed by an attacker. The phases after the fifth phase are identical to those of the same-origin BCP attack. Likewise, phases before the fifth phase are similar to those of the CSRF attack. In particular, the attacker first manipulates a browser will be affected when a file designated in the manipulated response is reused.
The attack is expressed in the code shown in Code 21 in Appendix. As a result of execution, our proposed model can output a situation including the five communications shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows a simplified figure of the original output. In Fig. 15 , the process is identical to that of Fig. 11 until Time3. At Time4 and Time5, the process is redirected to another server, and an attacker manipulates Response3 from Server2 at Time6. A cache stores the manipulated response in a cache, and then a cache state transitions from CacheState0 to CacheState1. The stored response is reused in StateTransaction4. The output represents a situation where a manipulated response is reused after a redirection. These results confirm that a cross-site request forgery attack is expressible in the proposed model.
F. WEB CACHE DECEPTION ATTACK
In this section, we show that our proposed model can express a web cache deception (WCD) attack [3] . The WCD attack is executed among a target server, a target intermediary, and two browsers. An attacker owns one of the browsers and tries to extract a user's file that is unavailable to the attacker. to the attacker via the intermediary. When the intermediary stores a file returned as the response in a cache on the third phase, the attacker then sends a request for the file to the intermediary and can extract the file via the reuse of the file.
The attack is expressed in the code shown in Code 22 in Appendix. Fig. 17 shows a simplified figure of the original output. The figure is similar to Fig. 11 . In Fig. 17 , a request on the first phase and that on the second phase in Fig. 16 correspond to StateTransaction0 and StateTransaction1, respectively. Token, which is unavailable to the attacker, is attached to a body of Response1. Moreover, Response1 is stored in a cache of the intermediary at Time2 and reused for StateTransaction2, which is communication by the attacker. The output therefore represents a situation where an attacker can extract a file that is unavailable for the attacker itself by the reuse via a cache of an intermediary. These results confirm that a WCD attack is expressible in the proposed model.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we used formal methods to perform security analysis of the web. In particular, we presented a new syntax in Alloy that can express temporal logic and state transitions of elements in the web. Furthermore, we proposed a new web security model that includes caches as an application of our proposed syntax. Then, we verified that four attacks including state transitions that are inexpressible in current models, and confirmed improvements in the expressiveness of the proposed model. Although our source codes do not include HTTPS, our model can be used for verification of HTTPS by extending it along with the specifications of HTTPS. We also consider that various vulnerabilities for not only caches but also for other mechanisms can be verified by extending our model.
We will discuss countermeasures for attacks shown in the case studies as future work. In particular, we will discuss the countermeasures by finding conditions where the attacks fail in the proposed model. Moreover, we plan to apply our model to the analysis of the HTTP strict transport security (HSTS) [30] and the public key pinning extension for HTTP (HPKP) [31] , which are extended protocols of HTTPS. These protocols are state-of-the-art protocols and their security analysis via formal methods is necessary. We consider that the security of these protocols can be analyzed by introducing their headers in our model. 
APPENDIX VERIFICATION CODE FOR SAME-ORIGIN BROWSER CACHE POISONING ATTACK
